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All semen is available directly through us. Please contact us on
dunlouiseangus@gmail.com

Prices available upon request. 

Soutar family collecting Geordie's MBE
from Windsor Castle 

Kingston Farm, Angus. Home of Dunlouise

Welcome to the Dunlouise Native Angus Semen Catalogue. Here
you will find information on the bulls we have available for

national and international semen export, but also the ability to
make embryos with for international shipping.

Whilst all our bulls have subtle different characteristics and
features, with Native Angus you can expect superb calving ease

and a shorter gestation period with progeny that have an
exceptional fleshing ability and can convert second rate forage

into first rate beef. All of our cattle are purely grass finished.

Native Angus herald all the traits that made Angus the most
successful beef breed worldwide- a large vital organ capicity,
climate adaptability, good maternal instincts and super calf

vigour.

mailto:dunlouiseangus@gmail.com
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Dunlouise Royalty X782
The brand new boy on
the block! A very
exciting outcross bull
showing superb
structural
correctness, good feet
and a masculine
muscling pattern. Our
first bull available
from the famous
Ruths of Tillyfour
family, he boasts
some of the finest
Native Angus in his
pedigree.
Our Ruths are famous
cattle for square,
deep bodies in the
maternal line,
Royalty would be a
good choice for those
looking to add depth
and width to their
bloodlines.
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Dunlouise Rose, dam of Royalty, photographed at 9.5 years
old with her 5 month old calf at foot, demonstrates the deep,
wide, feminine body typical of the Ruths. 

Dunlouise Rose, dam of Dunlouise Royalty

Dunlouise Rosie, a maternal half sister of
Royalty
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Dunlouise Jipsey Earl E161

He boasts a distinctive,
classically Angus head
with very correct leg
structure, both of which
feature prominently in his
offspring. A linebred sire,
known for stamping his
unique mark on progeny,
he was also a very docile,
easy to handle gentleman.
A mature weight of 790kg,
he produces offspring
with super marbling
quality as well as brilliant
milking daughters. An all-
round complete sire.

Jipsey Earl is a
proven sire with the
ability to stamp his
progeny with a
predictable and
pleasing classic
Aberdeen Angus
look. 
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A three-time Pathfinder Sire (the
only bull in the UK ever to achieve
this status), he was awarded for
being a breed elite bull for calving
ease, birth weight and milk
production. Our most successful
bull to date, he has progeny in
over a dozen countries and
continues to be an unparalleled
success.
Jipsey Earl calves can be expected
to be born 7-8 days early with
superb vigour and a fantastic
fleshing ability.

"The best cow-maker I have ever evaluated" Harrison O'Connor,
Saddlebutte Ranch, Montana

Dunlouise Ruth, a daughter of Jipsey Earl

Cannahars Jipsey Yoko, maternal granddam
of Jipsey Earl

Alto Highlander, a Jipsey Earl son working
at Alto Angus, Victoria, Aus.

Geordie viewing Jipsey Earl progeny in
Uruguay with Dr Guillermo de Nava
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Dunlouise Mr Brexit V706

Dunlouise Mr Brexit is from the very rare Miss Burgess family.
Females from the Miss Burgess have very rarely been available
for purchase so we are pleased to offer these genetics through
the male line.
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Dunlouise Miss Bonny, dam of Dunlouise Mr Brexit

Mr Brexit has proven
already to be a
successful sire in many
pedigree and
commercial herds
internationally. At a
mature weight of 820kg,
he demonstrates the
best of Native Angus
phenotype from his
broad head to his thick
hindquarters.
Mr Brexit is an ideal
choice for those looking
for moderate, easy
fleshing cattle.

Daughter of Mr Brexit, Dunlouise Corrie
Bloom
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Dunlouise Jipsey Uprising U688

Dunlouise Jipsey Uprising
boasts a pedigree of many
big Native Angus names
including Cannahars Jipsey
Yoko, Dunlouise Cortachy
Boy and the very successful
Evesund of Dupplin. With a
mature weight of 930kg,
Jipsey Uprising is a heavier,
higher frame score bull
demonstrating good
locomotion and growth
potential.

Jipsey Uprising is an ideal
choice for those looking for
a slightly larger, longer
progeny with an increased
carcass size, whilst
retaining the traditional
Native Angus beef quality.
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Jipsey Uprising's
maternal grandsire,
Dunlouise Cortachy
Boy, was part of the
successful group of
Native Angus bulls
promoted by Genex.
With a mature
weight of 930kg also,
Jipsey Uprising
shares a lot of the
same phenotypical
features that made
Cortachy Boy a
success. The famous Evesund of Dupplin was a

double winner of the Royal Highland
Show in Edinburgh in the late 1970's and
features in a lot of successful Native
Angus pedigrees.

A daughter of Jipsey Uprising, Dunlouise
Eliza W758

Another daughter, Dunlouise Janice Erica
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Dunlouise Red Eddard M496
Red Native Angus are
extremely sought after
but rare to find, which is
part of the reason that
Red Eddard continues to
be a great success in both
pedigree and commercial
herds. Known for his
consistent progeny
production and superb
temperament, Red
Eddard continued to
actively work until he
was 10 years old.Red Eddard has progeny over

4 continents and is used
repeatedly by breeders for
his moderate, lively progeny
which mature into solid, well
marbled animals whatever
the climate or challenges.
Solid leg structure and easy
fleshing ability contributed
to Red Eddard's longevity
which is seen in his progeny.
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Red Eddard's
maternal
grandsire is the
second-
generation
Genex proven
sire, Dunlouise
Cup Bearer. He
is a perfect
blend of the
best of the
Cherry Blossom
and Jipsey
families, also
working until
the age of 10
years old.

Red Eddard is a great choice
for those looking to add
structural soundness and a
gentle temperament to their
herd.

Dunlouise Cup Bearer, maternal grandsire of
Red Eddard, photographed working at age 8.

Dunlouise Red Claret Bella, a daughter of
Red Eddard
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Dunlouise Jipsey Yvonne, a 5 month old
daughter of Jipsey Uprising

Dunlouise Red Coral Beauty with Red
Eddard daughter, Dunlouise Camilla's

Beauty

Dunlouise Cherry Blossom Essie, a
paternal half sister to Dunlouise Jipsey

Earl at age 17 with her 15th calf
Dunlouise Cortachy Boy, maternal grandsire

of Jipsey Uprising

Typical Native Angus
steaks displaying
superior marbling on
a purely grass diet

Geordie and Louise at Dunlouise Angus
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Red Eddard working at aged 8 Geordie and Louise ensuring good
temperaments!

Dunlouise Native Angus genetics at Alto
Angus, Victoria, Aus

Heifers being prepped before our sale by
Dunlouise stockman, James Cameron

Dunlouise genetics in the Andes
mountain range,Terralegia

Columbia

View of the Angus glens, where the Native
Angus originate, from Dunlouise Angus


